There's Corn In My Crayons!
Hi! I am Captain Cornelius and this is my friend, Kid Kernel. Kid Kernel would like to show you the super powers of corn.

Kid Kernel, here. Corn is used to make many different things. You can find me having lots of adventures in unusual places! Come along and see!
The corn you eat is called sweet corn. It sure tastes great. Did you know that farmers also grow field corn? They use field corn to feed cows, pigs, chickens, and other farm animals. Field corn is also used to make thousands of products that your family uses.
Rubber tires, plastic toys, batteries, clothes, disposable diapers, and wallpaper are just a few things made with corn! There is probably field corn in your lunch! It is used to make many foods taste better. It also makes corn oil, margarine, and shortening. Potato chips, cookies, cakes, and pies can all have corn in them.
Cornstarch is made from field corn. It makes foods, like gravy, thick and yummy. And baby food, pudding, powdered sugar, and soup all have corn in them!

Joke Time
Why should you never tell a secret near a cornfield?
It has too many ears.
The family uses many products made from corn at the bathroom.

They brush their teeth with toothpaste made with corn.

When the father has a headache, he takes aspirin to make it go away.

The mother puts on makeup using corn-based products.

Everyone uses corn-based soap to wash the dirt off.

When you are sick with a cold and a lot of aches, you take corn-based aspirin to make it stop.

Corn can be found in toothpaste, aspirin, makeup, soap, and medicines. Corn helps you stay clean and healthy!
Kid Kernel has to find all the things in the classroom that have corn in them. Help him get from START to STOP.

Can you find the crayons, envelopes, paper, books, chalk, glue, and paint?
Seek and Find!

Tassel
Leaves
Silk
Ear
Kernels
Husk
Stalk
Roots

Joke Time
How do you know you have reached the end of a cornfield?
You have to turn the corn-er!

Kid Kernel's Cornfield

Some things made from corn are hidden in the cornfield. Can you find them?

So Long!
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Answers:
Toothpaste, soda pop, crayon, book, toy, ice cream, battery, and Band-Aid.
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